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Postfix Expression Evaluation 

 

In Infix notation arithmetic expression, the operator is written in between its operands and 

Parentheses force precedence(eg. (3 + 4) * 2 ) . 

Infix notation order is   "operand operator operand"    for all binary operators (e.g. +, -, *, /). 

In postfix notation arithmetic expression the operator is written after the two operands. 

Postfix notation order is    "operand operand operator"    (eg. 3 4 + 2 *). 

The reason why postfix notations are preferred that it does not need any parenthesis and there 

is no prescience problem. Because of this simplicity, many calculators use postfix or prefix 

notations to avoid the complications of infix expressions. 

In Postfix notation the expression is scanned from left to right. When a operand is seen it is 

pushed onto the stack; when an operator is seen the operator is applied to the two operand 

popped from the stack and the result is pushed back to the stack. 

 

Postfix Expression Evaluation Algorithm 

1. Read the expression string  

2. Create an empty stack of integers 

3. Repeat these steps until all the characters are scanned 

begin 

4. Get the next character 

5. if the character is digit then  

 begin 

6. Get the integer with this digit 

7. Push the integer onto the stack 

      end 

                  else 
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8.    if the character is an operator then 

     begin 

9. Pop the top two operand 

10. Evaluate the operation 

11. Push the result on to the stack 

                         end 

end 

12. Pop the result 

13. if the stack is empty 

14. Display the result 

else 

15.     Display an Error Message 

 

Example :  

Let us see how the above algorithm will be implemented using an example.  

Postfix String : 1   2   3  *  +  4   -                                                                                                    -         

Initially the Stack is empty. Now, the first three characters scanned are 1 , 2 and 3, which are 

operands. Thus they will be pushed into the stack in that order.  

 
Stack 

 
Expression 

 

Next character scanned is "*", which is an operator. Thus, we pop the top two elements from the 

stack and perform the "*" operation with the two operands.  
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Stack 

 
Expression 

 

The value of the expression(2*3) that has been evaluated(6) is pushed into the stack.  

 

 
Stack 

 
Expression 

 

Next character scanned is "+", which is an operator. Thus, we pop the top two elements from the 

stack and perform the "+" operation with the two operands.  

 
Stack 

 
Expression 

 

The value of the expression(1+6) that has been evaluated(7) is pushed into the stack.  

 
Stack 

 
Expression 

 

Next character scanned is "4", which is added to the stack.  
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Stack 

 
Expression 

 

Next character scanned is "-", which is an operator. Thus, we pop the top two elements from the 

stack and perform the "-" operation with the two operands  

 
Stack 

 
Expression 

 

The value of the expression(7-4) that has been evaluated(3) is pushed into the stack.  

 
Stack 

 
Expression 

 

Now, since all the characters are scanned, the remaining element in the stack (there will be only 

one element in the stack) will be returned.                                                  .  

End result :  

 Postfix String : 1  2   3  *  +   4   -  

 Result : 3 


